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WUKUN WANAMBI’S NHINA, NHÄMA, GA NGÄMA  
(SIT, LOOK, AND, LISTEN)

Robert Lazarus Lane 

Introduction
All the infrastructure involved in circulating Wukun’s archival 

art – the warehouses of servers, the bulbs of electronic displays, 

the vaults of museums, the media of recording devices – become 

mechanisms for generating the trajectories of ceremony’s archival 

project. When discussing this publication with Wukun Wanambi, 

I asked him what was driving his archival art? He answered: 

‘using the archive in my art is a way for people to understand 

Yolngu cultural practices’. Which cultural practices specifically, I 

enquired, he replied: ‘archiving…on the ceremonial ground’.1

Wukun2 is a contemporary artist and ceremonial leader pro-

ducing archival art by reconstructing ceremonial archives from 

deconstructed documentary archives. Working with documen-

tary archives as cultural materials using post-production is not 

a means by which to stage recordings of intangible heritage, or 

hide cultural loss in romanticised antiquity, instead his work is 

visualising the ceremonial archive. 

Archives made up of artistic media underlie every ceremonial 

performance. During ceremony the archive is used to sequence 

songlines, images and choreography within a clans domain-

specific collection. Archiving using an ensemble of media relies 

on information being carried in a range of containers, including 

performer’s bodies. Dancers perpetuating archives follow the steps 
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of what they believe others, or themselves, have performed on 

previous occasions as instances of ancestral action.3 In this sense, 

Yolngu from Arnhem Land on the northern coast of Australia 

have developed practices in which artistic media produces an 

actual network composed of archivists who document a ceremo-

nial system. Indeed, any choreography that appears to originate 

fully from the dancer, and not from the archive, is not ceremonial, 

because it’s outside the archival process.

All the affiliations between people, place, and all the associa-

tions fostering growth and exchange circulate through archiving 

on ceremonial grounds. And it is the capacity of ceremonial 

archives to integrate activities passed down from generation to 

generation and actualise new mechanisms to enrich that inherit-

ance as a process of succession which enables Wukun’s archival art 

of ceremonial documentation. My analysis of Wukun’s time-based 

media will picture archiving networks of different durations and 

dynamics both present in the work, and circulating around it, as 

part of an archival chain. This layered engagement is an attempt 

to link with the artist’s scholarly practice of connecting multiple 

archiving processes.

Today art centres such as Buku-Larrnggay Mulka, who host 

audiovisual media archives featuring ceremonial documentaries 

made by, or with, its members, are key sites for inventive proce-

dures that are directly impacting on continuous cultural processes. 

By supporting ceremony, art production and audiovisual archives 

as part of art centre business, senior artists can make and main-

tain their connections between cultural practices. In this respect 

Indigenous owned and operated art centres can be considered 

local examples of the archival turn seen in contemporary art 

practices since the 1990s. A key work in this field is Wukun’s 

Nhina, Nhäma, Ga Ngäma (Sit, Look, And, Listen) (2014),4 a 
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media installation using audiovisual archives, editing software and 

multichannel displays to document a succession of acts linking 

ceremonial trajectories with archival turns.

Figure 10.1: Wukun Wanambi, Nhina, Nhäma, Ga Ngäma (Sit, Look, And, 
Listen), video still, 2014, 10 min 21 sec.

In Nhina, Nhäma, Ga Ngäma, Wukun’s production process 

starts and ends with the archive. First, he captures dance scenes 

from the network of ceremonial grounds onto his editing time-

line. The central motivation is to index rather than cut, to loop 

instead of narrate, creating six scenes from the archive referencing 

different repertoire and variable velocities simultaneously. Wukun 

presents multiple events at the same time, not to synchronise, but 

to bring together documents into a bounded screen space. He is 

applying normal rules of ceremony, whereby clan groups perform 

sequences of song and dance alongside one another generating 

autonomous arrangements on shared ground. 

Wukun’s postproduction is displayed as a six-channel cer-

emonial media installation, which divides, shifts and multiplies 

in a variety of dancers, generating archival art that extends a 

performance network across generations. In split screening images 
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and layering song using archival film of six performances between 

the 1920s to the 2010s, Wukun creates his own multiplication of 

archival events – the graphical interface as magnification of the 

network in action. 

In our convergent world, artists increasingly move between 

diverse communities, discerning and respecting multiple perspec-

tives. Using archival art, Wukun is operating between regional 

contexts and wider settings, dealing with the qualities of duration, 

place, affiliation and affect arising out of contemporary conditions, 

and exhibiting networks, interfaces, performances, transmissions 

within the documentary material itself. Wukun conveys today’s 

local and non-local processes by declaring: ‘Now I have been 

recognised by the old people and the art galleries as a ceremony 

man’.5 How Wukun moves between art galleries and ceremonial 

grounds will be developed by the following assumptions: cer-

emonies use artistic media as documentation, which produces 

an archive; documentary of ceremony’s artistic media produces 

an archive of an archive; a ceremonial leader using documentary 

as artistic media produces archival art; archival art retrieves the 

ceremonial archive inscribed in the documentation.6

Ceremonies Use Artistic Media as Documentation, which 
Produces an Archive
Wukun began painting to fulfil a complete geographic cata-

logue of the exhibition Saltwater Yirrkala Bark Paintings of Sea 

Country (1997). His first work won best bark at the Fifteenth 

National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art Awards in 

1995. Wukun’s paintings of underwater scenes depict swarms 

of tightly painted mullet circulating through changing currents 

and turbulent tides, creating swirling patterns. In the Saltwater 

project his barks adjoined paintings by forty-seven artists from 
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neighbouring sites. As the landowner of Gurka’wuy, a coastal 

estate, his painting of Trial Bay’s physical and intellectual proper-

ties was envisaged as an index of coastal country, documenting 

defining features rather than mapping borders. Taken together 

the artist’s works in Saltwater articulated Yolngu sea rights. The 

funds raised from selling the collection to the Australian Maritime 

Museum were used to extend Buku-Larrnggay Mulka into an 

audiovisual archive and video production house, under the title of 

The Mulka Project.7

In Yirrkala, a former missionary town where the art centre’s 

archive is housed, repatriated archival records bring together the 

struggles of the surrounding homeland estates. A century of docu-

mentary work by ethnographers, missionaries and government 

has produced an extensive archive of the region and the fifteen 

clan groups. This archive has become embedded in – or is mutu-

ally constitutive of – the places and identities bound together by 

the network of ceremonial grounds that comprise the overarching 

Yolngu identity of the clans. Like the development of the word 

‘Yolngu’,8 the Mulka archive performs network-oriented strategies 

of localisation. The desire to create such a network was manifested 

in 1998 when artists from competing clans collectively invested 

their individual artist fees towards the establishment of The Mulka 

Project. According to Wukun, the will behind the artists’ invest-

ment is ‘To show people how Yolngu law is connected to our art 

practice. The Mulka Project can bring together all our stories in 

a public ceremony’.9 

The application of culturally relevant protocols and workflows 

over local documents composes archival functions according to 

Yolngu law. The Board governing procedures and policies of 

the art centre comprises ceremonial archivists, artists and leaders 

acting in concert. Applying rules governing the shared ground 
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between clans to the archive, means ‘bringing together all our 

stories’ because connectivity produces powerful programs that 

execute specific and successive Yolngu legal frameworks between 

landowners. The capacity to circulate documents between clans 

is derived from linkages within the file structure. Governing the 

archive is not organising discrete media objects, rather all archival 

procedures explicitly support a Yolngu network across three sites 

communicating shared ground – Northeast Arnhem Land, its 

art centre, and its archive. This is not simply about the Western 

European ideologies Jacques Derrida applies when he writes 

about how ‘effective democratisation can always be measured by 

this essential criterion: the participation in and the access to the 

archive, its constitution, and its interpretation’.10 Before participa-

tion comes the site to gather participants. Yolngu use Mulka as 

residence for the archive. Controlling relational datasets, which 

are already predicated on existing social structures, holds and 

protects documents that bind and bound participation. Creating 

archives to exist within an art centre that represents a region and 

its landowners has produced expressions of Yolngu law as archival 

evidence in legal proceedings and archival art for gallery events.

The Mulka Project of establishing an audiovisual archive of 

work originating in and located on Northeast Arnhem Land was 

envisaged as a vital step in resisting the marginalisation of people 

and place in the larger politics of the nation state, and asserting 

a political intent to maintain control over one’s image and intel-

lectual property. The archive – such as the ethnographic films 

featured in Wukun’s archival art – is a means of applying not just 

ceremonial language from the past but a sense of historical devel-

opment that connected past, present and future Yolngu cultural 

practices. The ethnographers of Western modernity catalogued 

documentation systems of song, sculpture, dance and painting 
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using the static one-dimensional methodology of object-based 

archives, which had descended from library catalogues. Here 

recordings become buried spreadsheets like rows of file names in 

cemeteries. However, the repatriated recordings imported into 

the Mulka Project are a means of accumulating cultural capital 

upon which contemporary Yolngu ceremonial leaders can draw, 

breathing new life into Yolngu cultural practices. At the centre of 

the Mulka Project’s conception is a belief that the archivist is an 

artist – a notion that goes well beyond Hal Foster’s diagnosis of an 

archival turn in contemporary art.11

Figure 10.2: Wukun Wanambi (left) and Yumutjin Wunungmurra in the Australian 
Museum storage collection area, 2010. Photo: Robert Lazarus Lane.

Using the analogy of painting, Wukun states: ‘the first layer 

is recording in camera. The second layer is art in gallery’.12 The 

pursuit of a gallery interface for the artwork suggests the task for 

Nhina, Nhäma, Ga Ngäma is not a nostalgic journey into a cultural 

memory damaged by massive social upheavals, but excavates 

cultural history previously made invisible by endless bureaucratic 

glitches and ongoing political acts of exclusion in delocalised 
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archival systems. Archival art turns restoration into something 

more than simply retrieving the past; it applies programmatic 

procedures to the material, producing a successive process.

Media archives attending to local users dismantle the abstract 

coordinates of time and space in centralised archives.13 The 

reassertion of local authorship using the archive as a network of 

connected people and places bypasses centralised castles dictating 

what deserves a place, and what should be cut from the cultural 

record. Wukun restores some measure of symmetry, determining 

what is to be properly filed, what is to be muted, and what is  

to be amplified from existing archives in the sound design of  

Nhina, Nhäma, Ga Ngäma. Reconfiguring operations occur 

with the inclusion of virtual waves that rise and fall as oppo-

sitional rhythms nest beneath muted song. Ceremonial dance, 

underscored by white noise, recalls the changing tides of twen-

tieth-century encounters.

This move to switch between ‘excavation sites’ and ‘con-

struction sites’ shifts the emphasis away from a culture of loss to 

one of orchestrating archives for future remix.14 Reparticipation 

in local documentation systems requires interventions into the 

material itself. The archive contains random edits of performance 

traditions for the sake of distant analysis, artefacts of cinematic 

confusion and evidence of colonial propaganda. Reconstruction 

must find a way to reframe documentary conventions, which 

not only assumed a dramatic loss of cultural diversity due to 

the encroachment of modernity but also assured it by using the 

assassin’s knife of voiceovers and cutaways – and that is before the 

archival cataloguing of ethnographic museums further eroded 

Yolngu epistemology. 
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Documentary of Ceremony’s Artistic Media Produces an 
Archive of an Archive
Ceremony has been captured on recording devices for nearly 

a century in Northeast Arnhem Land. Western ethnographers 

introduced these archival technologies without understanding 

that the Indigenous ceremonial events of their recordings were 

themselves archiving processes using artistic media. The desire 

to document using the fidelity of the new photographic docu-

mentary technologies drew anthropologists to the visual aspects 

of ceremony that otherwise were difficult to render. Ceremonial 

leaders were drawn to these new technologies of visual documen-

tation, now able to combine duration with mobility.

Figure 10.3: Wukun Wanambi filming ceremonial performance at Garma Festival, 
2010. Photo: Robert Lazarus Lane.
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This is not to say that ceremony needed cameras whirling 

for it to occur. Rather new photographic and sonic recording 

devices were absorbed into the porous logic of ceremony, as 

another activity within its documentation system. Ceremonial 

orchestrations produce a resistance to documentation approaches 

not operating as part of its matrix of mediums. Consequently, 

anthropologists who could film were of use to Indigenous cer-

emonial leaders because they provided another means to archive 

the specific expressions inherent in ceremonial activity. As an 

exchange process, ceremony’s documentary modes and documen-

tary’s ceremonial modes served dual interests.

The Western desire to reconstitute ceremony’s enduring quali-

ties was insatiable from the moment the cine-camera was invented 

in 1895. In 1898 A. C. Haddons was 600 kilometres away from 

Yirrkala, on Murray Island in Torres Strait, recording ceremonial 

dance.15 The intent behind Haddon’s early cinema, according 

to A. Grimshaw, was to produce ‘documentation of a “dying” 

culture’. What Haddon did not entirely comprehend from within 

his nineteenth-century paradigm, but perhaps his Murray Island 

actors could foresee, was that the moving film of the Lumiere cin-

ematographe did much more than trace gestural traces from the 

past, its visual technologies made evident a coherent performance 

of a continuous cultural process.16 Documentation made to move 

enters a network to be mobilised not stilled, becoming progres-

sively subjected to variable material states as it migrates between 

formats, which in turn exposes cultural processes to different 

velocities as it enters new archives. 

In a time of memory cards and cloud storage, the complex 

scenography of Indigenous performance still creates a ‘certain 

cognitive indecipherability’17 in the minds of dehydrated and sun-

burnt film makers, who pass through places like Torres Strait and 
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Arnhem Land with an ever-increasing frequency. Interestingly, 

the archive of contemporary recordings still demonstrates how 

long-duration performances, with intense physical acts and mul-

tiple scenes occurring simultaneously remain too advanced for 

most recording apparatuses. However, when Wukun archives, 

ethnography captures ceremony’s complex uniting of gestures, 

images, props and sounds as more of a database cinema, as opposed 

to a documentary film approach.

Through our journey Yolngu law was passed on to out-

siders with their cameras and microphones who wanted 

to understand the way we live and survived. Now we’re 

still passing on our law through cameras and micro-

phones, but instead we got the facilities on our country, 

to share our law with our people and the world.18 

Using documentation alongside performance, art centre leaders, 

who are experienced choreographers, composers, archivists and 

performers, reject claims that the artistic media of ceremonial 

production is being cannibalised by new media recordings. The 

idea that new media documentation replaces the thing itself is 

premised on media being tools for memory, as if it destroys the 

memorised procedures of dancers, songmen and others. What in 

fact is happening, of course, is quite the opposite: the world of new 

media is now just one part of ceremonial production in general.19

Wukun is best known as a painter and sculptor, but has been 

working as a video artist since 2008. He has tethered his media and 

painting studio practice, which sees him moving between editing 

software and earth pigments, sometimes on a daily basis. It’s com-

monplace to discuss assembling video files in multi-track timelines 

while he patiently layers detailed patterns across memorial poles.20 
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Perhaps it is due to growing up around film crews recording his 

family members or perhaps it is due to the Yolngu notion of tem-

porality, but Wukun is not burdened by Western perceptions of 

difference between traditional and new media. Instead of a binary 

trap, leaders of Wukun’s Marrakulu clan in Gurrkawuy showed 

him how cinema can be thought about alongside ceremony as a 

cultural transmission if you ‘open your mind for the future, and 

don’t be trapped, because culture has always been flowing’.21

Ceremonial Leader Using Documentary Material as Artistic 
Media Produces Archival Art
Wukun’s artworks are not about archiving film history but pro-

jecting Yolngu relational databases of agency and personhood. 

There is no opening scene, nor centre, and no particular image 

that grounds the artist’s position. As a site of exchange, records 

are evenly drawn from a database, and arranged as a picture of 

ceremonial worlds.

Wukun’s use of archival films on the ceremonial ground con-

tinues a political agenda to develop affiliations between traditional 

and new media, between past and present, and between cultures. 

Howard Morphy, a long time anthropologist and collaborator 

with Yolngu artists, notes how global forces, ‘are not restricted 

to any one context but move back and forward across contexts 

creating a dialogical relationship between Yolngu society and the 

encompassing world’.22

Ceremonial media is not a tool for memory, but another way 

in which Yolngu ‘recognises and develops a mass of documenta-

tion with which it is inextricably linked’.23 Rather than block 

ethnographers or denigrate films capacities, ceremonial leaders 

recognise and exploit documentary power in creative and pro-

gressive ways. 
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In Nhina, Nhäma, Ga Ngäma, Wukun strips back 100 years of 

documentary filmmaking using post-production to retain that to 

which his senses have, through ceremony, been attuned. In this way 

archival film becomes a means of extending ‘the work expended 

on material documentation’ by predecessors to reconstruct ‘within 

the documentary material itself unities, totalities, series, relations’.24 

Deconstructing documentary to reconstruct ceremony produces 

exchanges between generations of performers. Wukun’s archival 

art becomes part of a ceremonial continuum to bind local networks 

in the face of counterforces, through the installation of multiple 

streams, channels and screens in the gallery space. 

The moves made by Wukun are neither static readings of 

past events drawn from archives, nor improvised chants trying to 

infill bare remains. His work is a passage through ceremonies that 

is orchestrated by interlocking mediums, montaging of methods 

and spectrums of channels. The postproduction processes used by 

Wukun, a ceremonial leader who places emphasis on being always 

connected to mobile networks and contactable via an array of 

media, reveals an artist as facilitator of multiple modes of transmis-

sion.25 Multiple in his functions, he performs as a clan member, 

an artist, an archivist, an editor, a recorder, a diver, a counsellor, 

a translator, an editor. Generating multiple identities, supporting 

connectivity is a way of being: in the medium of the ceremonial 

ground; present in multi-sited social networks; neo-traditional in 

the art world.26

Standing in front of Nhina, Nhäma, Ga Ngäma, one can sense 

Dziga Vertov’s celebration of photographic and urban mecha-

nisms in Wukun’s ambition to intensify movement using framing 

devices. Unlike many works coming from art centres, the clans, 

locations, authors and narratives featured within the work are not 

framing its display. Wukun’s archival art is not using ceremonial 
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recordings to provide evidence of authenticity. Rather, he is using 

the archive to make evident innovative ceremonial practices. 

Using cinematic apparatus to celebrate dynamism embraces how 

ceremonial practice channels adaptation, alteration, malleability, 

diversity, versatility, variability and development. 

The calibration of new media into existing documentation 

systems – of which digitisation is now but one – situates the 

performances archived in Wukun’s film as the grounding events 

from which documentary development is then determined by or 

through. The transformations in Nhina, Nhäma, Ga Ngäma of 

ceremonial ground becoming film becoming newsreel becoming 

ethnography becoming file becoming installation, is an indexical 

series of appropriations in which the reiterations remain grounded. 

But the digitisation of appropriations frees ceremonial documents 

from devices and objects to what counts on the ceremonial ground: 

exchanging currencies, connecting channels, overlapping currents. 

This all points to the mediating role of ceremonial grounds as 

‘spaces of contemporaneity’ in the literal sense of being places 

where connections between different temporalities are facets or 

perhaps nodal points linking production, circulation and use in a 

meshing of multiple temporalities. In this sense Nhina, Nhäma, Ga 

Ngäma is a documentation platform, that in ‘transforming simultane-

ously past, present, and future’ is ‘a system for recreating a whole 

economy of the temporal’.27 

Archival Art Retrieves the Ceremonial Archive Inscribed in the 
Documentation
The key idea behind redocumentation, in regards to how Wukun 

uses archives today, is the reversibility of archival processes without 

changing its fundamental properties. On entering the installation 

one views a frame symmetrically arranged into six vertical panels. 
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Each pole-shaped panel is filled with one continuous dance scene. 

The arrangement of archival films is not linear either spatially or 

temporally. Further, then dancing is not interrupted and remains 

on screen throughout the work: Wukun is thinking through 

movement and space, not words and dates.28 Using Gilles Deleuze’s 

intellectual suite of tools from movement-image, a viewer can 

see how Wukun is not using postproduction to intercut various 

scenes of dance to produce a montage, but is showing recordings 

as they occurred because ‘movement is indivisible, or cannot be 

divided without changing qualitatively each time it is divided’.29 

Retaining the flows of dance and the choreographed moves of 

ceremony as a system in itself, serves the interests of performance, 

rather than interpreting the literary arcs of Western teleology.

Figure 10.4: Djapu performance in Yirrkala during Wamut Dhapi, 2010. Photo: 
Robert Lazarus Lane.

Local networks visualised in Wukun’s Nhina, Nhäma, Ga 

Ngäma produce a program of dance. Having grown up as a per-

former, then a choreographer, now editor of dance, Wukun is 

redoubling imagery, retrieving historical performances producing 
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a different way of setting up and passing on history. It recalls 

Lepecki’s idea of porousness within the dance archive, in which, 

‘the body as archive re-places and diverts notions of archive away 

from a documental deposit or a bureaucratic agency dedicated to 

the (mis)management of “the past”’.30 The dancers’ bodies do not 

depict history, they perform cultural lineage as media carriers. As 

a choreographer of movement and editor of timelines, Wukun 

splices together dancing media carrier bodies into a ‘lineage 

machine’.31

Redocumenting the archive reorganises events previously sep-

arated by independent and private space into an affective fabric of 

interconnected acts. The ten-minute arrangement of overlapping 

percussion clashes events that have been previously synchronised 

autonomously. Off-screen voices and the overwhelming build-up 

of different acoustic events becomes one stereo sound. This is less 

about using media for the retrieval of memory and more a push 

to bring media together into one soundtrack as layered seams of 

a database. The complexity of cross-affiliation, as opposed to a 

managed model of identity, produces interwoven forces that merge 

dates, sites and bodies into a ceremonial assemblage, documenting 

networks of affect. Wukun’s archival art is a network in form by 

using reframing and reiterating procedures on content designed to 

capture and document connections between linked performances. 

The artwork becomes not merely a way to document something 

but is itself another iteration of that which it is documenting.32

Nhina, Nhäma, Ga Ngäma is a six-channel video installation 

in which the artist has stacked, rather than sequenced archival 

records, and movement is used to establish lineage as a dynamic 

procession of dance dynasties. This approach to real dance move-

ments and abstract split screens produces two effects: looping 

dance clips as they happened invites viewers to find succession; 
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arranging events into six cells, crops and divides space into one 

whole choreographic pattern. Wukun’s affectual composition is 

not archiving ‘the body’ but endeavouring to reconfigure a body’s 

archive.33

Wukun’s project becomes a library and museum of ceremony, 

because its media is produced in the self-conscious relationship to 

earlier media,34 archiving how every dance finds synchronisation 

and each song cycle becomes harmonised when no longer separated 

by individual histories and archived as autonomous movements. 

Thus the different historical scenes are made to ‘belong to a single, 

identical, homogeneous space, while the movements are heteroge-

neous, irreducible among themselves’.35

By redocumenting a performance legacy on Northeast 

Arnhem Land’s network of ceremonial grounds, Wukun projects 

a genealogy of dynamic mechanisms for aggregating documen-

tation. The filmmaker’s intent is not privileged as the archival 

nature of the art traces the genealogies of moving image work in 

ceremonial performance. Wukun’s strategy is to build on the role 

of the dancer as director. By not being interviewed and not being 

organised by narrative arcs that exist outside of ceremony itself, 

the dancer is in control. Wukun’s editing emphasises the dance 

film as mutually constituted.36 

What matters is the system, the choreography regulated by 

a formula, the archiving of a move or a step. Applying Deleuze, 

one can suggest Nhina, Nhäma, Ga Ngäma is the editing of affect 

more than representation, projecting a system of choreographed 

actions and impacting forces rather than a system naming images 

to archive in a regime of signs.37 While Wukun’s approach to 

affect may appear like he is documenting archival fragmentations 

and degradations, this is not the case if one’s modes of inquiry 

begin with networked movement rather than static states, with a 
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focus on translation processes rather than what position to take.38 

Approaches to works made from performance and media can 

oversimplify analysis by mapping the relations of subjects and 

objects in a historical period, or collecting narrative statements to 

reveal artist intent. This mental analysis can overlook how editing 

dance is primarily a musical effort to generate intensity. 

So despite symmetry-breaking events via different recording 

devices, changing media carriers and destructive editing tech-

niques, the ceremonial dance documented over decades in Nhina, 

Nhäma, Ga Ngäma fully coexist with one another, revealing how 

components interface and can be exported out of one event, 

inserted into another, and produce a rhythmic coherence as a 

virtual archive functioning as parts of a whole. The resuscitation 

of archival materials through the mobilising effect of reconnecting 

generations through a shared dance enables the genesis of small 

differences to be tracked, traced and used in their own right. 

Here Wukun indexes movements through calculating factors 

such as stability, growth and adjustments. Documenting gradual 

variation and slippages, he exhibits video streams as a collective 

wave, showing succession, where ‘imitation is the propagation of 

a flow’.39

Conclusion
Nhina, Nhäma, Ga Ngäma is an intensive audiovisual retrospective 

ruminating on the multiple incarnations of ceremonial dance 

archived on film in Northeast Arnhem Land, its vital intersections 

with twentieth-century ceremonies when recording devices docu-

mented dancers, and twenty-first century events when dancers 

redocumented recordings. Repeating and multiplying a histori-

cal idea is predicated on a drive to produce documentation. My 

proposition is this drive in Wukun’s work is fuelled by performing 
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ceremony – a document generating machine. Access to new 

media technologies make it possible for Wukun to modify and 

recirculate media content in powerful new ways, but the image of 

an Indigenous person holding a camera is not the recognition this 

essay seeks. Beyond filming, archiving and editing tools, we need 

to recognise the origin of Wukun’s archival art is in its subject: the 

skills and knowledge coming from ceremonial practice, driving 

Wukun to deploy media apparatus toward production processes. 

After half a century of film projects, Yolngu leader Roy 

Dadaynga Marika, in 1970, declared an ongoing Yolngu drive to 

produce documentation: ‘This is our chance to record our history 

for our children, for our children and our grandchildren’. With 

cameras and dancers looking on he continued: ‘We should do 

this while we are still alive. Before we die we should make a true 

picture…our own Yolngu picture, that will teach our children our 

dances and law and everything – our singing, our own Yolngu 

culture’.40

The production of ceremony enables recording acts, induces 

documentation actions, inscribes actor’s memory and ultimately 

reproduces itself by unfurling these durational spools of tape con-

serving past events until the recorders from which they flow cover 

the ground, awaiting to be rewound differently.41 By inscribing 

new combinations onto existing components, archives reinvent 

the present in the past by reperforming the new upon the substrate 

of the old and vice versa. Yet, as Henri Bergson says, ‘no two 

moments are identical in a conscious being’.42 Rewinding the 

tape implies a replaying the past but does not imply that the 

viewers watching Wukun’s archival art experience the same past 

in the modern moment. Different montages from Wukun’s past 

are not interpreted, rather a newer scene is combined with an 

older one, and thus, when another scene occurs, it is added onto 
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all the other old ones plus new ones from before. The filters and 

variations, qualities and relations composing worlds Bergson calls 

the mobility of temporal progress.43 Never motionless, Wukun’s 

archival activity is a creative relay process produced by persistent 

pasts and enduring connections. In many respects the circulation is 

what matters, not the particular forms that it causes to emerge. The 

event is not the thing, nor is the recording process, but amid the 

continuity of progress what is passed on – what is redocumented 

in real time. Mario Perniola argues the recognition of reality ‘is 

not what appears at any moment, but what is conserved’.44 

To think about Wukun’s multi-screen realisation of ceremony’s 

virtual archives, one can quote Vertov’s brother and director of 

photography, Mikhail Kaufman. He is discussing Vertov’s editing 

method as a way of world picturing that is ‘infused with the 

particular thought that he is actually seeing the world for other 

people’. ‘Like a kind of scholar’, says Kaufman, ‘he is able to 

gather empirical observations in one place and then in another. 

And that is actually the way in which the world has come to be 

understood’.45

Wukun’s scholarship captures the archive as the nodal point of 

intellectual property and its performance, through a postproduc-

tion process reframing dance to capture ceremonial documents 

on digital interfaces. Artists using the archive to retrieve docu-

mentary recordings of performance histories, and reiterating 

events in the gallery connect legacy and progress. This marks the 

media connections occurring in his body of work and presents a 

ceremonial leader developing practices in which artistic media and 

virtual archives network to expand Yolngu intellectual mobility. 

Wukun’s scholarly reframing of audiovisual archives through a 

postproduction process continues ceremonial intellectual practices 

using ensembles of cultural techniques and transmission formats. 
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In effect, ceremonial leaders making archival art like Wukun 

document how ceremony works, or perhaps more accurately, how 

ceremony archives itself.
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